D&D Attack Wing : DnD Attack Wing Sun Elf Troop Expansion Pack

DnD Attack Wing Sun Elf Troop Expansion Pack

The Harper Legion has recruited many powerful allies, including a troop of eleven archers so deadly in their accuracy that they can find the
weaknesses of the strongest enemies. Led by Limnen, the elven warrior with a mysterious past, they are known for forming up and peppering
their enemies with countless arrows before their foes can even draw their weapons Today Limnen’s troop has been given a difficult mission.
Nymmestra the Wizard has sent them to retrieve an important missive left at the edge of a forest, knowing full well that the area is crawling with
enemies who serve the evil dragons. But Nymmestra knows that Limnen has led her troop to countless victories. Contents: 13 Cards, 28
Tokens, 2 Maneuver Dial, 6 Painted Plastic Creatures with Bases and Adaptors

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Sales price $24.99
Discount

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerWizkids

Description
The Harper Legion has recruited many powerful allies, including a troop of eleven archers so deadly in their accuracy that they can find the
weaknesses of the strongest enemies. Led by Limnen, the elven warrior with a mysterious past, they are known for forming up and peppering
their enemies with countless arrows before their foes can even draw their weapons
Today Limnen’s troop has been given a difficult mission. Nymmestra the Wizard has sent them to retrieve an important missive left at the edge
of a forest, knowing full well that the area is crawling with enemies who serve the evil dragons. But Nymmestra knows that Limnen has led her
troop to countless victories.
Contents: 13 Cards, 28 Tokens, 2 Maneuver Dial, 6 Painted Plastic Creatures with Bases and Adaptors

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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